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Summary of Project Results:

This project represented a joint effort between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), the University of Tennessee (UT), and Florida State University (FSU). ORNL served as the lead institution with Dr. A.V. Palumbo responsible for project coordination, integration, and deliverables. In situ uranium bioremediation is focused on biostimulating indigenous microorganisms through a combination of pH neutralization and the addition of large amounts of electron donor. Successful biostimulation of U(VI) reduction has been demonstrated in the field and in the laboratory. However, little data is available on the dynamics of microbial populations capable of U(VI) reduction, and the differences in the microbial community dynamics between proposed electron donors have not been explored. In order to elucidate the potential mechanisms of U(VI) reduction for optimization of bioremediation strategies, structure-function relationships of microbial populations were investigated in microcosms of subsurface materials cocontaminated with radionuclides and nitrate from the Oak Ridge Field Research Center (ORFRC), Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

At least 10 microcosm experiments were conducted involving the three laboratories listed above. From the FSU portion, a total of 3 publications and 19 seminars or meeting presentations were completed under this project. Several other publications are in preparation. A listing of papers and other products delivered follows the summary of our results.

The primary objective of year 1 under Task 1 was the development and optimization of microcosm experiments designed to manipulate uranium reduction activity (Edwards et al., 2007). Under the remaining tasks in years 2 and 3, we proposed to further define experimental conditions for the perturbation of microbial community structure by manipulating electron donor, electron shuttle, and nutrient concentrations. Based on work conducted under Task 1, we hypothesized that the activity of nitrate- and Fe(III)-reducing microbial populations, catalyzing the reductive immobilization of U(VI) in subsurface radionuclide-contaminated sediments, would be dependent on the choice of electron donor. The objectives for the remainder of the project were to: 1) characterize structure-function relationships for microbial groups likely to catalyze or limit U(VI) reduction in radionuclide-contaminated sediments; and 2) to further develop a molecular proxy for the metabolic activity of U(VI)-reducers. Microbial activity was assessed by monitoring terminal-electron-accepting processes (TEAPs), electron donor utilization, and Fe(III) mineral transformations in microcosms conducted with subsurface materials cocontaminated with high levels of U(VI) and nitrate. In parallel, microbial functional groups were enumerated and characterized using a combination of cultivation-dependent and -independent methods.
A polyphasic approach was used to assess the functional diversity of microbial populations likely to catalyze electron flow under conditions proposed for in-situ uranium bioremediation (Akob et al., 2008). The addition of ethanol and glucose as supplemental electron donors stimulated microbial nitrate and Fe(III) reduction as the predominant TEAPs. U(VI), Fe(III), and sulfate reduction overlapped in the glucose treatment, whereas U(VI) reduction was concurrent with sulfate reduction but preceded Fe(III) reduction in the ethanol treatments. Phyllosilicate clays were shown to be the major source of Fe(III) for microbial respiration using variable-temperature Mössbauer spectroscopy. Nitrate- and Fe(III)-reducing bacteria (NRB and FeRB) were abundant throughout the shifts in TEAPs observed in biostimulated microcosms and were affiliated with the genera Geobacter, Tolumonas, Clostridium, Arthrobacter, Dechloromonas, and Pseudomonas. Up to two orders of magnitude higher counts of FeRB and enhanced U(VI) removal were observed in ethanol-amended as compared to glucose-amended treatments. Quantification of citrate synthase (gltA) levels demonstrated a stimulation of Geobacteraceae activity during metal reduction in carbon amended microcosms with the highest expression observed in the glucose treatment. Phylogenetic analysis indicated that the active FeRB share high sequence identity with Geobacteraceae members cultivated from contaminated subsurface environments. Our results show that the functional diversity of populations capable of U(VI) reduction is dependent upon the choice of electron donor.

Ethanol and glucose have been considered as the primary electron donors to stimulate the reductive immobilization of U(VI) in bioremediation practices at the ORFRC. This study revealed that the addition of ethanol stimulated rapid nitrate reduction followed by the complete reduction of U(VI) concurrent with sulfate reduction (Akob et al., 2008). We therefore propose that ethanol is a more appropriate electron donor than glucose for future in situ bioremediation practices, and that sulfate-reducing bacteria are most likely a critical microbial functional group involved in the reductive immobilization of U(VI). The accumulation of acetate and thereafter slow oxidation may serve as a long-term electron donor to support the maintenance of a reduced subsurface environment and promoting the insolubility and of U(IV) species. The microbial community within the ethanol treatment was composed of members of the Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Firmicutes including phylogenetic groups not previously associated with uranium bioremediation, e.g., Arthrobacter and Dechloromonas. Members of the Geobacteraceae family are substantial contributors to metal reduction in uranium-contaminated subsurface sediments and are important for the long-term stability of reduced uranium. We speculate that these groups are well adapted for the extremes of contaminated subsurface sediments and are a good target for effective in situ uranium bioremediation.

The project has provided substantial insight into optimization of uranium reduction by manipulation of communities and of the importance of microbial community structure in uranium bioremediation outcomes.
Papers and Other Products Delivered:
The following papers, presentations and other products were completed by ORNL, FSU, and UT researchers in conjunction with this ERSP research.
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